
 

 

 

Schools Futsal Competitions – Basic Rules 

General Rules: 

- All player including goalkeepers must wear shin pads at all times. 

- Players must not use equipment or wear anything that is dangerous to themselves or 

another player. All jewellery should be removed. 

Duration of Play: 

- All matches will be 1 period using a rolling clock. 

- Match fixtures and game duration will be shared on the event date 

Playing Squad & Substitutions: 

- UP to 10 players can be used in one match; there no limit on how long a player must stay on 

or off the court. Players must enter and leave the court from the designated area in front of 

the team bench. 

Technical Rules: 

- Futsal is played on a marked court, and the ball can go out of play. 

- There are no height restrictions. 

- In order to restart the game after the ball is out of play, kick ins will be used from side-lines 

and corner. The ball must be stationary either on or just behind the line where the ball left 

the court. The feet of the kick take must be on or behind the line. 

- For kick-ins, free kicks, goal clearances and corner kicks, the player in possession of the b all 

has 4 seconds to restart the game. The referees will county to four, if the game isn’t 

restarted within that time, possession will be given to the opposing team. 

- The goalkeeper is not allowed to control the ball for more than 4 second in their own half. 

- Players are required to keep 5m away from the player in possession of the ball on free kicks, 

corners, goal clearances, kick-ins and penalties. 

- Goalkeepers are allowed to come out of, and players are allowed to go into the penalty area. 

- An indirect free kick is awarded if the opposing team if a goalkeeper commits any of the 

following four offenses: 

1. Controls the ball with their hands or feet in their own half of the court for more than 

four seconds. 

2. After playing the ball, touches it again in their own half of the court after it has been 

deliberately passed to them by a team-mate without an opponent touching it. 

3. Touches the ball with their hands inside their own penalty area after it has been 

deliberately passed to them by a team-mate 

4. Touches the ball with their hands inside their own penalty area after they have 

received it directly from a kick-in by a team-mate 

 



 

 

- Sliding tackles are allowed, and players are allowed to slide on the court, for example to stop 

the ball from going out of play. Sliding tackles are permitted, providing the tackler’s 

opponent does not have possession of the ball. 

 

Accumulated Fouls & Misconduct: 

- Each team will be allowed to give away 3 direct free-kicks in each game, then the fourth 

direct foul a long penalty will be awarded to the opposing team and defending team is not 

allowed to position any players between the ball and the goal [with the exception of the 

goalkeeper]. 

- If a player is sent off, the team to which the player belongs must remain with 4 players until 

either 2 minutes have passed, or the opposition have scored a goal. 

 

We Only Do Positive: 

This event actively promotes and endorses the FA’s Respect message, we only do positive in the way 

of encouragement, support & fair play.  


